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The Fight to Save Juarez: Life in the Heart of Mexico's Drug War  

 

by Ricardo C. Ainslie 

 

 

Chapter 8 

The Mistress 

 

Elena (a pseudonym) knew full well the extent to which the 

Juárez cartel owned the state and local police, controlling them 

and treating them like rank employees who did their bidding--

from the mundane to the horrific. She came to know this world 

through Hernán, her lover and would-be common law husband (were 

it not for the fact that he was already married, with a family). 

Hernán had close dealings with many different police officers, 

some of whom he ran like a crew. He also had an associate who 

owned an auto-repair shop. Hernán sent his police in their 

cruisers over to the shop where the associate’s people siphoned 

the gas tanks until they were nearly empty. The municipality’s 

gas was then sold, and Hernán and his associate divided the 

profits. Hernán was inventive in this way, but these were minor 

schemes, side deals. Running cocaine across the river was his 

real business. 
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 Elena first met Hernán in her early twenties at a bar 

frequented by people involved in the Juárez drug world. The 

narcos had a reputation. They partied hard and were always flush 

with cash; the Juárez girls chased them around as if they were 

celebrities. The night they met, Elena spotted Hernán across the 

room and asked one of her friends to introduce them. Elena was 

aggressive that way. She was also strikingly attractive and had 

an edgy, oppositional streak that made her utterly disinterested 

in stable men with careers in accounting or sales or anything 

else that smacked of mainstream. 

 Elena’s wildness surprised Hernán. He was accustomed to 

docile women whom he used and then discarded; he tended to have 

his way, and he was not used to being contradicted. Elena was 

different. She challenged him. If he pushed her she pushed back. 

And she was not afraid of his violent character--it was all-too- 

familiar to her as a personality trait in men, from her 

autocratic, abusive father to the men she’d been with from early 

on in her adolescence, when she’d discovered her sexuality. That 

discovery had given her a power she’d never before experienced. 

She grew confident in that terrain, as if something unknown and 

unanticipated had opened up within her. She’d felt no fear or 

apprehension that night at the bar when she’d walked across the 

room to meet Hernán, only a sense of opportunity. 

 The first time I met Elena was at a small gathering that 
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had been organized to watch a Mexican league soccer match. The 

occasion was one of the first social events to which I was 

invited in Juárez, and I was aware of feeling a tension between 

the violence taking place out in the streets and the casualness 

of drinking beer, eating tacos, and watching a sporting event on 

television. I’d felt the contradiction before, say, observing a 

bike race at El Chamizal Park, with cyclists dressed in brightly 

colored garb, knowing that for a time the large park had been 

one of the cartels’ preferred dumping sites for executed bodies. 

I’d also felt it at El Parque Central, where an old man ran a 

small Ferris wheel and laughing children flashed victory signs 

at me from colorful gondolas. Even in the midst of death, I 

thought to myself, life goes on. 

 We had gathered in a small, working-class home. At 

moments, the television’s poor reception gave the match an 

otherworldly appearance, as distorted forms seemed to dance 

across the screen. Most of those who’d gathered to watch the 

soccer match were friends, although it was apparent that Elena 

did not know many of them. Like me, she was something of an 

outsider to the group. Elena said nothing about her past. It was 

only later, when one of those in attendance told me more about 

who Elena was, that I asked her to tell me her story, including 

her relationship with Hernán. 

 Elena and I subsequently met clandestinely in out-of-the-
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way locations--Ciudad Juárez’s enormous city park; a Church's 

Chicken in a new strip mall on the outskirts of town; on a 

segment of El Camino Real (a boondoggle pet project of the 

previous mayor, Hector Murguía); at an unfinished and therefore 

not-frequented overlook on the outskirts of Juárez--because she 

feared for her life were it discovered that she was speaking to 

me. Talking to anyone can be dangerous in Juárez, where it's 

difficult to avoid the small-town feeling that everyone knows 

everyone else and everything is watched, observed, noted. 

 The problem was not only Juárez’s small-town feeling, it 

was that Juárez lived by a code of silence. It was very 

difficult to get anyone to talk about the world of the Juárez 

cartel. Some people even refused to mention it by name. There 

were people who would talk about the history of the cartel, 

recognized if unofficial experts to whom visiting journalists 

turned for briefings, for example. But to get someone who knew 

firsthand about the cartel to talk about it, someone who’d lived 

it from the inside--that took time, trust, and luck. The penalty 

for violating the code of silence--and this is no hyperbole--was 

death. That threat was something as present and real as the 

desert sands that blow through every neighborhood in the city. 

Everyone in Juárez knows that code as a truth. 

 Within the cartel culture, the code had a different 

configuration. Here there could be a great deal of performance. 
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In a world where braggadocio is the lingua franca, and flash and 

pretense often mask substance, Elena figured out that Hernán was 

the real deal. For all his dime-a-dozen narco posturing--the 

abundance of cash, the ever-present gun, the gold jewelry, the 

western garb--there was plenty of evidence pointing to his 

status as a midlevel narco within the Juárez cartel. (And in the 

world from which Elena had come, midlevel might as well have 

been head capo--she was from a poor family in a poor 

neighborhood and, materially speaking, she’d never had a thing 

growing up.) As far as Elena was concerned, Hernán was a prime 

catch. 

 Elena saw one of the first signs that convinced her of 

Hernán's status during an encounter they had with the municipal 

police. One afternoon they were in his new pickup truck speeding 

down the Avenida de las Americas, one of Juárez’s main 

boulevards. The windows were down and the sound system was 

blasting narcocorridos. Elena and Hernán were having a grand 

time. They’d been on a partying spree that had now lasted 

several days. Suddenly, a police patrol car was in pursuit 

behind them, lights flashing. Hernán cursed them, but pulled 

over. When the officer approached the truck and recognized 

Hernán behind the steering wheel, his entire demeanor changed. 

“I’m sorry, sir,” Elena remembered the officer saying. “Can we 

escort you anywhere?” This incident told her that Hernán was the 
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real thing. 

 As a child in Juárez, Elena had grown up in roiling 

poverty, but her personality was outgoing and spunky and for a 

long time there was an inner optimism that transcended the 

reality of her family’s economic circumstances. She accounted 

for it on the basis of the fact that she’d been a real daddy’s 

girl (she was the only girl in the family). In elementary school 

she’d even imagined herself becoming an archaeologist or an 

astronaut, the latter following the death of Christa McAuliffe, 

the American schoolteacher astronaut who’d died in NASA’s 

Challenger explosion when Elena was ten years old. The tragedy 

had captured the imaginations of schoolchildren in Juárez as 

much as it had children in the United States. 

 Whatever the source, those once bright and infinite 

dreams had long ago evaporated. The hard knocks of a woman’s 

life, ground down in the underbelly of Juárez’s lower social 

rungs, had taken their toll on her. The sparkle had long since 

disappeared from Elena’s eyes by the time I met her. 

 Elena’s father had been gruff with the children and 

abusive toward their mother. He drank and partied with his 

friends, and they never knew if he would come home at night. He 

barely provided for the family; Elena’s older brothers helped 

support the household even though they were only adolescents and 

had to drop out of school to do so. Elena was spared such 
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obligations. She was her father’s favorite, and that gave her 

leeway even as it created continuous conflicts with her mother. 

 Elena’s blossoming meant that she was always out and 

about. The boys and men who wanted her were legion. And she knew 

it. There were nights when Elena didn’t return home, and she 

would walk in the door when she damned well felt like it the 

next day, unabashed, expecting to be fed. Her mother deemed her 

incorrigible and eventually resorted to the Catholic nuns in 

hopes that they could help tame her or put some sense into her, 

but after less than a month at the Catholic residential center 

for wayward adolescents Elena talked another girl into running 

away with her. For almost nine months her family did not know 

where she was. She slept at her girlfriends’ houses or stayed 

with men in the cheap motel rooms where they happened to have 

spent the night. Elena felt no fear in this abandon; she was 

wild and fiery and full of that self-confidence that comes with 

commanding good looks. 

 By the time she was fifteen Elena was working as a 

waitress in a restaurant, visiting her family only sporadically. 

In her neighborhood, most kids her age were no longer in school 

and gangs were everywhere. Already her mind was full of the 

narco-culture that surrounded her. It was in the music they 

listened to, the way they dressed, and the social hierarchy 

within which they lived: the only people with power were narco-
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people. In Elena’s world, everyone had friends and neighbors who 

made their living at least partly from the drug trade, helping 

to transport, warehouse, and package drugs, and sometimes 

running them across the river into El Paso. The only people with 

money that she knew were people with ties to the Juárez cartel. 

 On one of her rare visits home during this time, Elena 

caught her mother in a reflective mood. They sat down to drink a 

cup of coffee at the small, worn table in the barren room that 

served as both living room and kitchen in the family’s cramped 

three-room house. The conversation turned to the family and how 

her brothers were doing and, eventually, to the depth of her 

mother’s unhappiness, married to an at-times violent man whose 

disinterest in the family was all too evident. Elena could count 

on one hand the number of times she and her mother had talked 

like this. She’d never felt her mother’s closeness; that mother-

daughter bond was altogether foreign to her. As they sat at the 

table one of the things Elena’s mother told her was that during 

her pregnancy she had considered aborting Elena, so spent was 

she by her husband’s abusive treatment. The disclosure gave 

Elena a window into the lifelong strained feelings between them. 

 The conversation was a rare moment of candor between the 

two women, fostered by the serendipity of an unanticipated 

encounter in which each happened to be receptive to the other. 

As they sipped their coffee, Elena’s mother told her that she 
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hoped Elena would have a better life and find a better man than 

her father--a husband who was not a drunkard who beat his wife 

and children. In the atmosphere of frankness, Elena responded 

with something that she herself had not formulated before that 

moment but which, in the voicing, she immediately recognized as 

a truth: she told her mother that she had no interest in ever 

getting married. “I want to be an amante, not a wife,” she said, 

using the Spanish word for a lover. What she meant, she later 

told me, was that she wanted to be a narco’s mistress. There was 

greater honesty in that than in a conventional marriage, she 

thought. Such an arrangement would also give her the comfort of 

knowing that no one owned her, that she could leave any time she 

wished. At the end of their coffee, Elena asked her mother to 

forgive her for the years of back talk and sarcasm, for being 

stubborn and contrarian, and for adding to her mother’s burden 

of woes by not coming home at night and running away. They 

hugged, and Elena walked out the door and into the dust of 

Juárez. It would be months before she would come back, and it 

was one of the few times ever that she felt a sense of calm in 

relation to home and family. 

 Elena discovered that she was pregnant after she and 

Hernán had been together for less than a year. His response was 

to buy her a house and put her up in it. The house was not in an 

ostentatious neighborhood; the neighborhood was working-class, 
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and most of the people around her were employed at the nearby 

assembly plants. But in comparison to the other homes, hers 

stood out. It was two stories and had a wrought-iron fence with 

a postage-stamp yard in front, plus a large backyard with 

concertina wire all along the top of the fence that surrounded 

it. When their child was born, a boy whom they named Pedro, 

Hernán attended his baptism, which cemented for Elena the notion 

that while she was not Hernán’s wife, she was important. If he 

had other girlfriends, which is what she suspected (because they 

all did), she believed herself to be first among equals. 

 “You have to come by every day to see your boy,” Elena 

insisted to Hernán. “I don’t care if it’s for five minutes.” And 

he did, Elena reported. In fact, many nights he stayed over. “I 

don’t know how he did it in terms of his wife, but he knew how 

to have his way with her,” Elena said. 

<***> 

Unbeknownst to them, Elena and Hernán were the unintended 

beneficiaries of the United States’ anti-drug policies. In the 

1970s, Colombian drug traffickers had little to fear from the 

U.S. Coast Guard. They were so bold that they took to stacking 

tons of marijuana on the decks of vessels, their loads in plain 

sight. These motherships would sail right up to American 

territorial waters, where they rendezvoused with ten to twenty 

go-fast boats. Still in international waters, the ships were 
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beyond the reach of the American authorities. The illicit drugs 

were offloaded from the motherships onto the smaller vessels, 

which then made their runs to the Florida coast. Even if they 

were detected, the go-fast boats easily outran the coast guard 

vessels (the coast guard cutters had maximum speeds of twenty to 

twenty-five knots, while the go-fast could almost double that 

speed). At best, the coast guard might intercept one or two of 

the fast boats, while the rest eluded them and made successful 

runs to the coastline. Cocaine was even more difficult to 

interdict. If the coast guard caught one of the boats carrying 

cocaine shipments, the crews simply threw the cargo overboard. 

 By the 1980s, the United States was awash in Colombian 

cocaine and Miami was the cocaine capital of the world, followed 

closely by New York and Los Angeles. The cocaine was produced 

and controlled by the big Colombian cartels, such as the 

Medellín and Cali cartels, and 80 percent of it was coming into 

the U.S. via the Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico to the Eastern 

Seaboard, especially Florida (most of the rest was arriving 

aboard commercial airline flights), as the Colombians continued 

to use the flotillas of small, medium, and large vessels to make 

the relatively short run from Colombia to the American markets. 

Mexican drug exports servicing the American drug culture were 

mostly marijuana, heroin, and modest amounts of prescription 

drugs; the amount of cocaine coming through Mexico was 
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negligible. 

 Hamstrung, the Americans changed their tactics. Beginning 

in 1981, the U.S. Congress “clarified” statutory restrictions on 

the use of the military for law enforcement purposes. By 1984 

and 1985 the coast guard was launching aggressive and complex 

operations, such as Operation Hat Trick I and Operation Hat 

Trick II, which involved the Customs Service, navy, air force, 

army, and marines, all participating in operations to interdict 

motherships as they transited the major Caribbean lanes. Prior 

to 1984, the highest cocaine seizure had been forty-six pounds. 

In 1984, cocaine seizures jumped to 1,967 pounds, and in 1985 

they jumped to 6,500 pounds. Evidence of the success of the 

increased pressure on the Colombian cocaine smuggling operations 

was irrefutable: cocaine seizures were skyrocketing. 

 The next obstacle to interdicting drug-running ships was 

international law and the American Mansfield Amendment, which 

prohibited the coast guard and U.S. military forces from 

directly assisting foreign officials in the enforcement of their 

laws. This meant that if the coast guard discovered a Colombian 

vessel loaded with cocaine while it was still in Colombian 

waters, there was nothing it could do but report it to Colombian 

authorities and hope for the best. The U.S. had to rely on the 

Colombians to muster their navy, to apprehend, and to convict. 

The same held true for any other South American country that was 
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a point of origin for drugs headed for the United States. It 

wasn’t until 1985 that the Mansfield Amendment was changed to 

allow American officials to collaborate directly with foreign 

law enforcement. 

 International maritime law posed an even thornier 

problem. Every vessel flies under the flag of the country to 

which it belongs. Under international law, this means that any 

action against a foreign vessel is considered an action against 

the “flag country.” As a matter of national sovereignty, most 

countries were not eager to have Americans boarding their ships 

at will in the open seas. Boarding foreign flag vessels created 

delicate situations with foreign governments, but the U.S. 

government found a way to work around this impediment. By 1986, 

when the coast guard boarded a foreign vessel on the high seas 

it could contact the flag country's government via the State 

Department, for consent to seize the vessel. The process was 

exceedingly cumbersome, involving conference calls among the 

coast guard, the Department of State, and the Department of 

Justice every time the coast guard encountered a suspicious 

foreign vessel at sea. A request would then be made to the 

vessel’s flag country to conduct a registry check and grant 

permission to board, search, and, if appropriate, seize the 

vessel. The coast guard’s frustration with the procedures was 

more than evident when its commandant, Admiral Paul Yost, 
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testified before Congress in 1986: “Response to such requests 

vary depending on the country and often on the day of the week 

or relation to a national holiday,” Yost reported with evident 

frustration, adding that countries often had poor record systems 

for their vessel registries. 

 Eventually, the United States succeeded in cajoling the 

relevant countries into signing bilateral agreements permitting 

the coast guard and navy to interdict vessels flying their flags 

on the high seas. This resulted in the dramatic surge of cocaine 

seizures and was the final blow to the Caribbean as the 

preferred conduit of South American cocaine into the United 

States. The Colombian cartels turned to Mexico instead, and the 

cocaine that had been flowing into the U.S. through Florida and 

the Eastern Seaboard started flowing in through Mexican border 

crossings, creating an unprecedented boon for the Mexican 

cartels and paving the way for them to become the most important 

players in the cocaine smuggling business. 

 Almost all of the cocaine was entering Mexico via the 

West Coast, through the ports of Manzanillo, Lázaro Cárdenas, 

Acapulco, or Salina Cruz, in addition to dozens of smaller towns 

and fishing villages along the coast between Oaxaca and Sinaloa. 

Some of it also came overland through Guatemala. Once on Mexican 

soil, the cocaine made its way to Tijuana, Mexicali, Ciudad 

Juárez, Nuevo Laredo, and Matamoros, depending on the cartel 
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that happened to own the shipment. The shipments might arrive in 

Mexico in quantities as large as a ton or more, but they were 

quickly broken down into more manageable quantities as they made 

their way to the key transit points into the American drug 

market. The shipments that arrived in Juárez varied in size as a 

function of how they’d been shipped up to the border. There, 

they were broken down further depending on the cartel operatives 

and how much weight they could move. 

<***> 

In the narco-world, having paramours and mistresses and leaving 

your women with children all over town was simply part of the 

culture. Narcocorridos often celebrated the fact that the big 

capos left so many women pregnant; such expressions of virility 

were a staple of the show-the-world-you’re-a-macho narco-

culture. Hernán’s brothers and other relatives knew about Elena 

and Pedro. In fact, sometimes Hernán and Elena vacationed with 

his brothers and cousins or with his associates. Sometimes the 

men brought their wives and other times they brought their 

girlfriends. Even Hernán’s mother knew about Elena. It was all 

loose, boundary-less, and dictated by the whims of macho men who 

felt entitled to have their way. 

 Hernán could be charming, effusive, and indulgent. He 

often catered to Elena’s whims. Their son was never lacking in 

toys and Hernán constantly brought him gifts; keeping Pedro 
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pampered and spoiled was one of his pleasures. He could be that 

way with others, as well. “He could be very noble,” is the way 

Elena described it. One afternoon they had been out to eat and 

were driving home from the restaurant when they stopped at a 

light where a woman was begging, asking for money to feed her 

children. Hernán reached into his pocket and pulled out a 

twenty-dollar bill. Rolling down his window, he beckoned the 

woman over. “Here,” he said. “Now go back to your house, señora, 

to be with your children.” The woman started crying and thanked 

him. 

 Such gestures touched Elena. They made her trust Hernán, 

made her believe that he had a good heart. She saw those 

qualities, too, in the way he interacted with Pedro and with his 

family. He was very devoted to his parents, for example. At one 

of our meetings, as she reflected on Hernán’s character, on the 

kind of man that he was, she summarized it all cogently: “As a 

son, friend, and father, he was very noble and good. As a man, 

he was a son of a bitch.” 

 The latter was a reference to a darker side of Hernán, an 

abusive, authoritarian man that she characterized simply as 

being “a macho’s macho.” For all the ways he could be indulging, 

he was equally capable of being vicious, aggressive, and 

controlling. He could come home in an expansive, manic mood when 

things went well, but when they didn’t, he blew in like the 
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wrath of God, demanding, provoking, and attacking at the 

slightest perturbation. And Elena’s nature was anything but 

submissive. When she felt that he was being unreasonable she 

stood her ground. She did not coddle him or engage in obsequious 

efforts to smooth his feathers. That was completely against her 

nature. She talked back. She shouted as loudly as he did. She 

told him to go fuck himself. 

 At these times Hernán often insulted her and sometimes 

beat her, which only served to mobilize Elena’s fury all the 

more. She threw things at him or tried to hurt him. On one 

occasion she almost gouged his eye out, requiring a trip to the 

emergency room to save the eye. Hernán's abuse also took the 

form of a need to have Elena under his control. He had his 

police goons park on her block and in front of her house. He 

wanted to know where she was at all times. He did not like for 

her to leave the house even if it was to go grocery shopping. 

When she went out, he checked on her obsessively, insistently, 

by repeatedly calling her on her cell phone. But there was also 

a tender side to their relationship, and Hernán had the capacity 

to take her into his confidence and share parts of his business 

world with her. It was one of the features of their relationship 

that allowed Elena to know that she mattered to him. 

 Hernán and Elena lived lives of combustible desperation 

within the middle rungs of the Juárez cartel. Elena’s restless 
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instincts and combative nature played off of Hernán’s macho 

disposition in ways that created unanticipated, and perhaps 

unacknowledged, balance between them. At the time, and within 

her frame of vision, there was little that Elena wished for 

beyond what she had. Her life already exceeded what most from 

her background could have hoped for. 
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